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ABSTRACT

**Aim** To synthesise a selection of UK medical students’ and doctors’ views surrounding nutrition in medical education and practice.

**Methods** Information was gathered from surveys of medical students and doctors identified between 2015 and 2018 and an evaluation of nutrition teaching in a single UK medical school. Comparative analysis of the findings was undertaken to answer three questions: the perceived importance of nutrition in medical education and practice, adequacy of nutrition training, and confidence in current nutrition knowledge and skills.

**Results** We pooled five heterogeneous sources of information, representing 853 participants. Most agreed on the importance of nutrition in health (>90%) and in a doctor’s role in nutritional care (>95%). However, there was less desire for more nutrition education in doctors (85%) and in medical students (68%). Most felt their nutrition training was inadequate, with >70% reporting less than 2 hours. There was a preference for face-to-face rather than online training. At one medical school, nutrition was included in only one module, but this increased to eight modules following an increased nutrition focus. When medical students were asked about confidence in their nutrition knowledge and on advising patients, there was an even split between agree and disagree (p=0.869 and p=0.167, respectively), yet few were confident in the UK dietary guidelines. Only 26% of doctors were confident in their nutrition knowledge and 74% gave nutritional advice less than once a month, citing lack of knowledge (75%), time (64%) and confidence (62%) as the main barriers. There was some recognition of the importance of a collaborative approach, yet 28% of doctors preferred to get specialist advice rather than address nutrition themselves. **Conclusion** There is a desire and a need for more nutrition within medical education, as well as a need for greater clarity of a doctor’s role in nutritional care and when to refer for specialist advice. Despite potential selection bias and limitations in the sampling frame, this synthesis provides a multifaceted snapshot via a large number of insights from different levels of training through medical students to doctors from which further research can be developed.

INTRODUCTION

Nutrition-related risk factors are linked to both acute and chronic disease, contributing significantly to a large burden of preventable non-communicable diseases and increasing the risk of premature death.1 Within healthcare, we are facing the triple burden of malnutrition, comprising three overlapping themes of overnutrition, undernutrition and micronutrient deficiencies.2

In January 2019, the National Health Service (NHS) in the UK published a ‘Long-term-plan’ which calls for a greater focus on prevention of disease and public health.2 As such there is commitment to improving obesity and diabetes prevention services, alongside reducing health inequalities. Clause 2.19 explicitly states ‘frontline staff need to feel equipped to talk about nutrition and maintaining weight in an informed and sensitive way’, yet some medical schools have at most 8 hours of nutrition training.3

Around 10% of adults visiting their general practitioners and a third of patients on admission to hospital or care homes are undernourished or at risk of undernourishment,4 but this remains poorly recognised and addressed within primary or secondary care settings.5

Further to this, the latest UK National Diet and Nutrition Survey reveals deficiencies across all age groups in iron, vitamin D and folate, increasing population risks of anaemia, osteoporosis and neural tube defects in pregnancy.6

The economic consequence of undernutrition was estimated to cost the UK £19.6 billion in 2011–2012. This equates to 15% of the total expenditure on health and social care, meaning a reduction of just 1% corresponds to a saving of £196 million.7 Conversely, NHS England spent £6.1 billion for obesity-related ill health from 2014 to 2015.8

There is general consensus that medical practitioners should engage in providing...
nutritional advice⁹ and have a greater understanding of the role food plays both in health and disease. Research from Australia identifies that such advice from doctors is held in high regard by the general public.¹⁰ ¹¹ However, there is widespread concern that medical education does not adequately prepare doctors for this role.¹² It is agreed that without robust nutrition education in medical undergraduate programmes we are unlikely to see any improvements in nutritional care within medical practice.¹³ ¹⁴

This paper is a narrative synthesis of results from heterogeneous instruments which have collected small but insightful perspectives on nutrition in medical education. This forms part of the Need for Nutrition Education Programme’s (NNEdPro) Nutrition Education Policy in Healthcare Practice (NEPHELP) project, which aims to first landscape the areas of need within medical nutrition training, then develop a training programme to address these needs before evaluating its impact.

Aims
This paper contributes to the landscaping of need within medical nutrition training through summarising the observations of survey data and a UK medical school curriculum review that analyse the beliefs of medical students and junior doctors on the standard of nutrition teaching in medical education. This synthesis allows discussion around both the amount of time and emphasis given to nutrition in medical education, and importantly where the major gaps currently exist.

METHODS
Medical student and doctor opinions of nutrition training were gathered by accumulating data from a curriculum review of nutrition content, teaching evaluations and available heterogeneous surveys of medical students and doctors identified between 2015 and 2018, as summarised in figures 1 and 2.

Methods for the curriculum review and surveys are summarised based on the methods reported by the student and junior doctors who designed the surveys and completed the data collection. Data were analysed by EM, LB and KM, who were not involved with the design or data collection of the original surveys. Where possible we have estimated sample sizes using publicly available numbers of medical students. However, while acknowledging the flaws in individual data collection, heterogeneous designs and small sample sizes, overall data were pooled where there were recurrent themes. From this, a comparative analysis of the findings was undertaken using the following three questions:

1. Do medical students or doctors believe nutrition in medical education and clinical practice is important? What further training do they feel they need?
2. How much nutrition content is there in current training and what are the preferred learning methods?
3. How confident are doctors in their nutrition knowledge and skills? What is the self-perceived role of doctors in nutritional care?

The ERimNN-led (Education and Research in Medical Nutrition Network) curriculum review and subsequent curriculum development of the nutrition curriculum in a single medical school between 2015 and 2018 followed an action research methodology, which encompassed a cycle of evaluation, implementation, review and reflection¹⁵ (figure 2). Nutrition content was mapped against lecture titles, learning objectives and assessment tasks. These were compared with the UK General Medical Council’s (GMC) expected learning outcomes identified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An ERimNN curriculum review</td>
<td>Assess the amount of Nutrition education in the medical curricula of a medical school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ERimNN led student evaluations</td>
<td>To evaluate the perceived effects of student selected component as well as nutrition education in the curricula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Nutritank (student medical society) online survey</td>
<td>To assess the opinions of medical students regarding their current nutrition training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A doctor led online survey of medical students</td>
<td>To assess the opinions of medical students regarding their nutrition training as well as looking at differences between clinical and pre-clinical students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The NNEdPro led semi-qualitative online survey medical students</td>
<td>To assess where medical students want further training within nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Nutritank online junior doctor survey</td>
<td>Opinions of junior doctors regarding their past and present nutrition training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNEdPro semi-qualitative doctor one to one interview</td>
<td>To see what barriers junior doctors have to nutritional care on the wards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1
Purpose of each evaluation method used in this review. ERimNN, Education and Research in Medical Nutrition Network.
by the Intercollegiate Group on Nutrition curriculum framework (2013) and those included in the 2015 GMC ‘Outcomes for Graduates’.

ERimNN-led module and teaching evaluations: In 2016, Brighton and Sussex Medical School’s (BSMS) generic module evaluations (online supplementary appendix 1) were reviewed and identified how medical students perceived the nutrition content taught the previous year, as a baseline measurement prior to an ongoing programme to improve nutrition content. Lectures where the topic was nutrition-focused were extracted and combined with evaluations of nutrition-focused student selected components (SSCs) using a 1–4 Likert scale. In addition, an evaluation of year 3 medical students before and after a malnutrition workshop (online supplementary appendix 2) was included.

A Nutritank (student medical society) survey investigated the perceptions of nutrition and nutrition education in undergraduate medical education. A cross-sectional anonymous survey was distributed to students via email to all year groups at Birmingham, Warwick and Bristol medical schools (online supplementary appendix 3).

A doctor-led survey of medical students was distributed via email and social media to 14 UK medical schools. This survey explored student opinions of the doctor’s role in nutrition, confidence in current knowledge, and reflections on how well their medical school is preparing them for professional practice in regard to nutrition (online supplementary appendix 4).

Medical students self-identified as being in either preclinical or clinical years of study and responded to Likert-scale and free-text questions. The median was used as the measure of central tendency. Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the difference between preclinical and clinical student responses (significant at p<0.05); non-responses were excluded from this subanalysis.

The NNEdPro-led qualitative survey of medical students was a short survey featuring 10 questions for medical students advertised on social media and completed using SurveyMonkey.

Using Likert scales, the survey aimed to establish medical students’ views on their current sources of medical nutrition information and to establish whether there was a need for more accessible medical nutrition education learning materials to both complement existing resources and to provide new sources of information. The survey also enabled medical students to outline where their specific medical nutrition education gaps were.

Responses were collated and simple proportions calculated for each question. In addition, thematic analysis of free-text responses to a question exploring areas of nutrition interest and need within the medical student population was completed.

A Nutritank junior doctor survey was completed sampling junior doctors working in different specialties. A 10-question online survey was distributed via a web link to postgraduate doctors in the Midlands, South West
and North West of England. Approval was gained from respective postgraduate education teams. Participants were anonymous and gave informed consent. Data were collected over a 4-month period and were descriptively analysed (online supplementary appendix 5).

A **NNEdPro semi-qualitative survey** consisted of one-on-one interviews and Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) questionnaires. Content analysis was conducted on interview responses and VAS responses were converted to percentile scores. This allowed comparisons to be made between doctors with different scopes of focus in their care. Median and IQR were used as statistical measures (online supplementary appendix 6).

**RESULTS**
From our surveys and module evaluations we were able to collect five heterogeneous sources of information on current beliefs surrounding nutrition in medical education and practice, representing 853 participants, which we analysed to answer our three questions, as detailed in figure 3.

**Perceived importance of nutrition in clinical practice and desire for further training**
The ERimNN student evaluations of five nutrition lectures provided a mixed picture. Students scored the overall quality and interest/enjoyability a 3 or a 4, but the usefulness of the material only a 2 or a 3. There were no comments made on nutrition when given the opportunity to write any free comments.

Within SSC evaluations, 38.9% of students commented that they had not realised how complex nutrition was and 50% could see how doctors could engage in nutrition-related decisions. The greatest satisfaction with the content occurred when delivered by a nutrition professional with clinical experience or with patients discussing their experiences.

In the Nutritank medical student survey, 99% of respondents felt that nutrition played a role in maintaining good health. A further 97.5% believed nutrition played a role in the development of disease and 94.6% thought that nutrition played a role in the management of disease. In addition, 88% felt that patients would expect them to have an understanding of nutrition as a doctor and 85% of participants would welcome more nutrition teaching.

In the doctor-led survey of medical students, 96% agreed or strongly agreed that ‘doctors have a responsibility to provide evidence-based advice on food and nutrition in relation to health and disease’, and 68% of participants would welcome more nutrition teaching at their medical school.

In the NNEdPro semi-qualitative online survey of medical students, when asked to score the importance of nutrition in their medical school curriculum, where 1 was ‘not at all important’ and 10 was ‘extremely important’, 87.2% scored between 1 and 4. In terms of making an assessment of how their current learning needs were met in nutrition topics thus far in their training, 76.9% scored between 1 and 4 points, indicating they did not have their learning needs met in this area. The desired
content ranged from paediatric nutrition and nutrition in pregnancy to postsurgical nutrition and nutrition management in chronic disease (online supplementary appendix 7).

From the Nutritank junior doctor survey, 97% agreed that nutrition played a role in maintaining good health, in the development of disease and in the management of disease. Furthermore, 91% stated they would like to receive more teaching on nutrition as part of their training.

**Nutrition in current training and preferred methods of learning nutrition**

The 2015 ERimNN curriculum review identified explicit nutrition content in just one module, which was within the first year of study. As such, nutrition-related knowledge, except for the single module in which it appeared, was not formally taught or assessed. The 2018 curriculum review identified an improved picture with nutrition-related learning outcomes in eight modules, with nutrition-focused SSC or symposiums in all modules in years 1 and 2, with selected nutrition-related content in year 3 and nutrition-related research projects in year 4.

From the Nutritank student survey, only 45% of respondents received teaching on nutrition, and of these 71.5% reported less than 2 hours (including lectures, tutorials and e-learning) in the past academic year. Of the respondents, 85% would welcome more nutrition teaching, listing preferred learning methods as in figure 4. Similarly, of those surveyed in the Nutritank doctor survey, 81% had received less than 2 hours of teaching on nutrition in the past 12 months, with 94% of respondents receiving less than 4 hours.

In the doctor-led survey, when asked whether they were receiving a ‘comprehensive and relevant education in diet and nutrition in relation to health and disease at medical school’, 14% of students agreed or strongly agreed. Similarly, when asked whether their ‘medical school prepared (or is preparing) me well on how to advise patients on diet and nutrition in relation to health and disease’, only 12% agreed or strongly agreed. In both questions, there was a significant difference between the responses of the two student subgroups, with clinical students disagreeing more (median=disagree) than preclinical students (median=neither agree nor disagree) to both statements (p=0.004 and p<0.001, respectively).

From the NNEdPro-led student online semiquantitative survey, 64% reported learning on their own, 38.5% with a textbook, while 49% used websites. Furthermore, 23% used journal articles, 10% used review books, 8% used video courses and a further 8% did not use any resources. Of the respondents, 10% reported using ‘other’, where free-text responses showed they made use of a nutrition handbook given to them in year 1 of their course, news articles, lectures and time spent on placement with a dietitian. When asked to score how difficult it was to locate resources to support their medical nutrition learning needs, 55% scored between 1 and 4 points, indicating that the majority found it difficult, with over one-fifth scoring 1, indicating they found it extremely difficult.

From the interviews with Cambridge junior doctors, they commented that nutrition training during their medical degree was minimal or implicit, then informal or absent during their career development. However, there was a suggestion that teaching should be given in person rather than online and included throughout the curriculum rather than a one-off session.

**Confidence in nutrition knowledge, skills and self-perceived role of doctors in nutritional care**

ERimNN completed preteaching and post-teaching evaluations of a nutrition workshop within a single cohort of students (n=72). Prior to the taught session, 83% reported themselves as ‘not confident at all’ or ‘not very confident’, and none self-identified as being either confident or very confident in completing a nutrition assessment. A post-teaching questionnaire was completed by
students (n=42/72), of whom 58.3% identified as confident or very confident.

From the doctor-led survey, few medical students were confident in their knowledge of current UK dietary guidelines, as shown in figure 5. In relation to students’ confidence in their ‘current knowledge on diet and nutrition in relation to health and disease’ and in ‘advising patients’, they were evenly distributed between agree and disagree, with no significant difference between preclinical and clinical students’ confidence in these areas (p=0.869 and p=0.167, respectively) (figures 6 and 7).

From the Cambridge doctor interviews, when asked about a doctor’s responsibilities in nutritional care, 75% mentioned a multidisciplinary approach, for example, ‘team’, ‘other specialists’ and ‘dietitians’, and 55% mentioned specific roles, for example, ‘coordination of care’ and ‘initiation of conversation’ for doctors.

When asked where they identified boundaries to clinical implementation of nutrition, respondents indicated that written and spoken communications between doctors, patients and other professionals are key limiting factors by 40% of those surveyed, with 65% responding that further nutrition training is necessary or would be beneficial and 40% identifying consultants as those best placed to promote nutrition.

From the VAS, three (15%) respondents had less than 50% confidence in making nutrition referrals. Using the VAS scale, participants were asked how nutritional care could be improved; the median estimated percentage efficacies (median (IQR)) were 40.5% (21/80), 56.5% (32/78) and 87% (76/94) for intensive weekend courses, nutrition awareness weeks and introduction of nutrition protocols, respectively.

The Nutritank junior doctor survey demonstrated that 92% of participants believed patients expect them to have an understanding of nutrition as a doctor, yet only 26% felt confident discussing nutrition. Of the participants, 74% stated that they only gave nutritional advice or discussed nutrition with patients once a month or less, citing lack of knowledge (75%), lack of time (64%) and lack of confidence (62%) as the main reasons for this infrequency. Additionally, 38% did not consider nutrition when making management plans and 28% preferred to get specialist advice.

**DISCUSSION**

Emerging evidence suggests that UK medical students feel underprepared to address nutrition-related issues once qualified. However, within current literature there is minimal evidence of the extent of nutrition content in UK medical schools, doctors’ competence in nutritional care or the role of nutrition in UK medical practice. Furthermore, it remains unclear where nutrition education gaps lie and subsequently where we should be targeting improvements given the limited time available in medical curricula. This paper, as a landscaping exercise, can act as a starting point from which future research can develop.

**Amount of nutrition content in training and preferred methods of learning nutrition**

Consistently, participants felt that nutrition education was inadequate, which perhaps is unsurprising as responders are likely to be biased to those already with an interest in nutrition, but is reflective of previous findings.

![Figure 5](image_url) Doctor-led survey: medical students’ confidence in their knowledge of current UK nutrition and diet guidelines (n=163).

![Figure 6](image_url) Doctor-led survey: medical students’ confidence in their knowledge of diet and nutrition (n=166).
In contrast, within one medical school where all medical students participated, students enjoyed nutrition teaching, but overall scored the relevance of this teaching lower, suggesting that interest may be exaggerated due to responder bias. Despite this reported enjoyment of nutrition teaching, the relevance of nutrition to their medical practice remains unclear, warranting further research.

The reasons behind this perceived inadequacy of medical nutrition education in the UK are unknown, although in the USA barriers cited include lack of space in the curriculum, frequent changes in course leaders and teaching priorities, and lack of resources and credible nutrition educators working in medical schools.19

Preferences for how nutrition-related knowledge should be delivered varied. Doctors reported a preference for in-person rather than online teaching, while British Medical Association (BMA) students preferred workshops and lectures and struggled to locate appropriate nutrition resources to supplement their education. As the sample is small, it is difficult to draw robust conclusions, but taking a pragmatic approach it is important to consider how to scale nutrition education with limited resources, for example, whether to promote online modules or nutrition textbooks to accompany current core medical textbooks.

Despite challenges, improvement in nutrition-related curriculum content is possible, as is evident within BSMS and other medical schools.20 However, further work is required to compare nutrition curricula and the effectiveness of different teaching methods across UK medical schools. This will allow better understanding of how to build capacity and efficacy of nutrition education, as well as identifying best practice to direct future nutrition resources and promote continued learning.

Confidence in nutrition knowledge, skills and self-perceived role of doctors in nutritional care
Medical students felt that patients expect doctors to be a credible source of nutrition information, which aligns with research into actual patient expectations.10,21 However, doctors and students recognised they had limited nutrition knowledge, which also reflects previous findings.22-24 Furthermore, despite 97% of doctors reporting nutrition as a vital part of health, three-quarters discussed nutrition with their patients less than once a month. This suggests that even when perceived importance is high doctors may be unable to translate this into practice. Further research is needed on how to enable doctors to realistically include nutrition within existing clinical pressures and competing priorities.

Other than recognising doctors’ need for more training,3 there is little guidance on how enhancing knowledge can be translated into clinical practice, or indeed the specific role of a doctor within a multidisciplinary team providing nutritional care.

A positive finding from a small sample of Cambridge doctors was the recognition that nutritional care requires collaboration between disciplines, but it is unclear if this view is representative, and further research into roles and responsibilities for nutritional care is needed. From the same sample, only 28% of doctors preferred to get specialist advice on nutrition; however, it is unclear what they consider ‘specialist advice’ to be and what their current referral practices to dietitians are.

Particularly seen in hospital settings, the multidisciplinary approach to patient care allows each profession to have a discrete role in optimising a patient’s nutrition while collectively covering all aspects of care. Enhancing the role of doctors, nurses and other healthcare professionals alongside the expertise of dietitians may help to address capacity issues and better manage resources.

Perceived importance of nutrition in clinical practice and desire for further training
Across all surveyed participants there was >90% agreement from medical students and doctors on the importance of nutrition in maintaining health. Alongside this there was strong agreement that it is a doctor’s responsibility to provide evidence-based nutritional advice and recognition of the importance nutrition management can make to both the patients and the general population. Most expressed a desire for further nutrition teaching, but there remains uncertainty about the role of the doctor in nutrition management. Without clear expectations to
reflect the diverse setting in which doctors work, identifying any further training that might be required is difficult.\textsuperscript{25,26}

An interesting dichotomy within this small sample of likely interested medical students emerged from the data, warranting further research. It seems that in some cases medical students have identified that nutrition is important, but have not expressed a desire for more training. This may reflect the importance of nutrition at a personal level, which is then not evident within professional practice. Similar observations have been made of other health professionals, who profess that nutrition is important in patient care and recovery, but unfortunately do not then translate this into planned nutritional support.\textsuperscript{27,28} This lack of professional practice is possibly due to the absence of existing doctors acting as role models to demonstrate nutritional care. Role modelling is seen as an essential aspect of medical training.\textsuperscript{27} Therefore, further research could explore how often seniors are seen discussing nutrition and how this could influence the professional practice of future doctors. Without this, junior doctors or students are unlikely to develop appropriate conversational tools to discuss diet and nutrition. Although this was not fully explored in this paper, 40% of doctors in one survey felt medical consultants were best placed to promote nutrition. Again, the sample size here is limited and warrants further investigation into roles and responsibilities at different medical grades.

**Plan for further intervention**

Reviewing this collection of surveys, numerous gaps in the research surrounding current nutrition education content and practice have been explored. In addition, a number of new themes have been identified.

One such area that requires further exploration is how different professional groups, including doctors, perceive their role in providing nutritional care. This is important to identify professional responsibilities within nutritional care pathways, including where aspects are likely to be missed. While there is a clear need to improve nutritional care in both primary and secondary care settings, it is essential to provide focus on the development of nutrition education resources that support new students’ and existing doctors’ professional nutrition development.

The curriculum review at BSMS has demonstrated that it is possible to integrate nutrition within a medical curriculum. Currently there are collaborative efforts under way to improve nutrition education for medical students and doctors via the UK multiprofessional nutrition education working party.\textsuperscript{29}

Alongside this, national collaboration between organisations such as NNEdPro, Nutritank and ERimNN has coordinated efforts to increase capacity and to disseminate a clear message that further nutrition training in medical education is desired and necessary for safe medical practice. One such project is the NEHELP project developed by NNEdPro.

**Strengths of this comparative paper**

As a collective group, the surveys provided a sample of good size, which provided a number of insights from different levels of training, including UK medical students and doctors.

Further to this, the surveys explored similar themes around aspects of training using different techniques. By doing so it allows a collection of insights through qualitative work and quantitative surveys.

**Limitations of this study**

There are limitations to this study, both as a collection of work and individually. As a collection these surveys and evaluations have not been validated and all suffer from selection bias, as by nature those most likely to respond and complete the surveys will have an interest in this topic. In addition, participants are likely to assume that the survey was designed to increase nutrition content, and therefore they may tailor their answers to align in this fashion. Further to this the lack of standardisation between surveys and evaluation techniques means there is less comparability between reviews, and alongside this the questions chosen may not accurately reflect the manner of education chosen by their university.

Respondents only represent a small percentage of UK medical students and junior doctors, although low response rates are common, evident in other surveys and evaluations.\textsuperscript{20,23}

This synthesis of surveys has been brought together to facilitate a multifaceted landscaping exercise regarding nutrition education of doctors in training in the UK. It has used a range of different methods, through convenience sampling and using open surveys to assess trends in self-selected respondents. While these results cannot be considered as representative of the entire population of medical trainees, the strong agreement in either trends or themes emerging from the different instruments used for data collection would suggest that none of the individual substudies in this paper comprise majorly skewed results. This gives a level of confidence that allows us to broadly synthesise the collective results into a current state of play of gaps in nutrition knowledges and practices within the medical workforce. Despite the methodological limitations, this paper still constitutes the greatest coverage to date of the issue at a level that looks widely across the nation.

**CONCLUSION**

This narrative review provides a collective description of the current state of medical nutrition training within UK medical school and foundation programme curricula. Apart from suggesting that UK medical school curricula are providing insufficient training for doctors to counsel their patients on nutrition, it has identified potential gaps where training-based solutions can be implemented.

While the heterogenicity of this review does provide challenges in data interpretation, it delivers a wide range of different insights. In publishing these data, instead of
curriculum panels reviewing their own feedback, these results can be critiqued and commented on to provide a more uniform approach to standards of nutrition education. This will prove vital in the formation of a national examination which is due to be set for medical schools in the near future across the UK.

It remains apparent that we need to reform medical curricula in the UK to address the current lack of skill and knowledge doctors are reporting in giving nutritional advice, while pushing the multidisciplinary culture to assign and take responsibility for different roles in nutritional care.
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